This paper presents new approaches to update our existing load shedding scheme, planned for the coming years. If generation in power system is insufficient to power all loads, efficient load shedding operations may need to be deployed to maintain the supply demand balance. This paper proposes a distributed multi agent based Particle Swarm Optimization, which can make the efficient load shedding decision based on the global information. This method integrates the multi agent system and PSO algorithm. In order to obtain optimal solution quickly, each agent competes and corporate with its neighbors, and it can also learn by using its knowledge. According to this algorithm, total net active power and operating status of loads can be discovered accurately even with faults.
INTRODUCTION
The Objectives of Power Systems designs are high power, electrical utility applications, industrial and commercial applications. Power Management is the aspect of managing the electrical loads such as available power loads are not overloaded The important objective of power systems design for high power, electrical utility applications, industrial and commercial applications. Power management is the aspect of (1) managing the electrical loads such as available power loads are not overloaded. (2) Power is allocated to the different loads such that the loads are receiving a proper allocation of power. Power management gives the good idea about Electrical Demand and Supply.
Power Management Systems (PMS) are essential for safe, efficient and reliable operation of industrial power systems. The functionality of the PMS suite includes load-shedding, power sharing, network synchronization and power restoration. PMS solutions protect and optimize the stability of industrial power systems in disturbance situations by ensuring power sharing between generators when the industrial power system is islanded from the grid. These solutions also ensure that the generators meet the required power demand when the network is connected to the grid [1] . The load shedding functionality ensures power availability to critical process loads by dropping less critical loads.
The load shedding problem has a significant influence on secure and economic operation of power systems [2] . Suppose any faults, sudden load change, and insufficient generation can create power mismatch between generation and loads. Load shedding is the process of tripping certain amount of load with lower priority to maintain the stability of the remaining portion of system. Different methods have been proposed for load shedding. Multi Agent System is one of the most popular distributed control solutions [12] . This control scheme requires the collection and transmission of global information. Advantages of MAS include the ability to survive single point failures and decentralized data processing, which leads to efficient task distribution. It causing faster operation and decision making process
The Multi Agent system and Particle Swarm Optimization are integrated to form the proposed MAPSO method for solving load shedding problem. In MAPSO not only a solution to the optimization problem but also a particle to PSO. According to this method, two agents will communicate with each other only if their corresponding buses are connected. Through information exchanges, each agent can discover necessary global information for load shedding decision making. PSO is used to optimize the information exchange. Then the load shedding activities of all agents can be coordinated. Find out the optimum value of the load to be shed.
Multi Agent Based PSO is used for controlling the load shedding problem. Faults, sudden load change and insufficient generation can create major problems between generation and loads [9] . If generation is insufficient, efficient load shedding operations may need to be maintaining the supply demand balance. It focuses interactions between a utility company and its customers/users This method proposed to determine the most appropriate loads to be shed during under frequency and under voltage condition. Total net active power can be calculating and operating status of loads can be estimating accurately even with faults. It based on the discovered information; coordinated Load shedding decision can be made.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
Load shedding problem can be formulated as an optimization problem with the following objective function and constraints [3] .
Objective function
The Objective Function of the load shedding problem is to minimize the sum of curtailed load during generation outage conditions. It can be expressed mathematically as: 
Constraints
The constraints can be listed as follows:
• Power flow balance equations:
P gi and Q gi are active and reactive power generations at the ith bus. P di0 and Q di0 is initial active and reactive power load of the ith bus. V's and δ's, are system bus voltages magnitudes and phase angles. Y ij and θ ij are bus admittance matrix elements.
• Maintaining the original load power factor:
To maintain the original load power factor ΔQ di is selected as 
MULTI AGENT BASED PARTCLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION

Particle Swarm Optimization
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) simulates the behaviors of bird flocking. Suppose the following scenario: a group of birds are randomly searching food in an area. There is only one piece of food in the area being searched. All the birds do not know where the food is. But they know how far the food is in each iteration. The effective one is to follow the bird, which is nearest to the food. PSO learned from the scenario and used it to solve the optimization problems.
In PSO, each single solution is a "bird" in the search space. We call it "particle". All of particles have fitness values, which are evaluated by the fitness function to be optimized, and have velocities, which direct the flying of the particles. The particles fly through the problem space by following the current optimum particles.
PSO is initialized with a group of random particles and then searches for optima by updating generations. In every iteration, each particle is updated by following two "best" values. The first one is the best solution (fitness) it has achieved so far. (The fitness value is also stored.) This value is called "pbest". Another "best" value that is tracked by the particle swarm optimizer is the best value, obtained so far by any particle in the population. This best value is a global best and called "gbest". When a particle takes part of the population as its topological neighbors, the best value is a local best and is called p-best [11] . After finding the two best values, the particle updates its velocity and positions with following equation. • In many experiences with PSO, Vmax was often set at 10-20% of the dynamic range on each dimension.
• The constants C1and C2 pull each particle towards pbest and gbest positions.
• Low values allow particles to roam far from the target regions before being tugged back. On the other hand, high values result in abrupt movement towards, or past, target regions.
• The acceleration constants C1 and C2 are often set to be 2.0 according to past experiences • Suitable selection of inertia weight 'ω' provides a balance between global and local explorations, thus requiring less iteration on average to find a sufficiently optimal solution.
• In general, the inertia weight w is set according to the following equation,
Where W -is the inertia weighting factor Wmax -maximum value of weighting factor Wmin -minimum value of weighting factor ITERmax -maximum number of iterations
ITER -current number of iteration
The PSO algorithm can be best described in general as follows:
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2) Measure the fitness of each particle (pbest) and store the particle with the best fitness (gbest) value.
3) Update velocity and position vectors for each particle.
4) Repeat steps until a termination criterion is satisfied. In addition to traditional gradient-based optimization algorithms, there are many other heuristic techniques that compete with PSO such as genetic algorithm, simulated annealing, evolutionary programming, and most recently ant colony optimization
The advantages of aforementioned algorithms over PSO are the following
• The availability of commercial versions of some algorithms like Matlab (genetic algorithm) and Excel premium solver (evolutionary programming).
• The extensive collection of books and research literatures, especially in the case of genetic algorithm and evolutionary programming, which cover these competing methods. Despite the simplicity of the PSO concept and implementation, its superiority is proven when compared with other techniques in many different application areas.
However, unlike GA, PSO has no evolution operators such as crossover and mutation. In PSO, the potential solutions, called particles, fly through the problem space by following the current optimum particles. The detailed information will be given in following sections. Compared to GA, the advantages of PSO are that PSO is easy to implement and there are few parameters to adjust. PSO has been successfully applied in many areas: function optimization, artificial neural network training, fuzzy system control, and other areas where GA can be applied. 
Multi Agent System
A multi-agent system (MAS) is a system composed of multiple interacting intelligent agents within an environment. Multi-agent systems can be used to solve problems that are difficult or impossible for an individual agent or a monolithic system to solve [7] . Intelligence may include some methodic, functional, procedural or algorithmic search, find and processing approach. Topics where multi-agent systems research may deliver an appropriate approach include online trading, disaster response, and modeling social structures. Agents have a certain level of autonomy, which means that they can take decisions without a central controller or commander. To achieve this, they are driven by a set of tendencies.
Multi-agent systems consist of agents and their environment. Typically multi-agent systems research refers to software agents. However, the agents in a multi-agent system could equally well be robots, humans or human teams. A multiagent system may contain combined human-agent teams. Agent environments can be organized according to various properties like: accessibility (depending on if it is possible to gather complete information about the environment), determinism (if an action performed in the environment causes a definite effect), dynamics (how many entities influence the environment in the moment), discreteness (whether the number of possible actions in the environment is finite), periodicity (whether agent actions in certain time periods influence other periods), and dimensionality (whether spatial characteristics are important factors of the environment and the agent considers space in its decision making) [7] .
Multi Agent System technology provides an opportunity to compute and optimize many complicated problems. Agents in Multi agent system act collection of a society and they compete to achieve their own individual goals as well as the common goal. This feature matches the essential nature of a particle in Particle Swarm Optimization. Hence, this paper combines PSO and MAS to form a new optimal algorithm [8] . 
Multi Agent based Particle Swarm Optimization
In Multi Agent System and PSO, integrates multi agent system and PSO to form a multi agent-based PSO approach (MAPSO), for solving the optimization problem. In MAPSO, an agent represents a particle to PSO and a candidate solution to the optimization problem. All agents live in a lattice-like environment, with each agent fixed on a lattice point.
In order to obtain optimal solution quickly, compete and cooperate with their neighbors, and also use their knowledge. These agent-agent interactions and evolution mechanism of PSO in a lattice-like environment, this method can find the high quality solutions with the faster convergence characteristics in a good computation time [14] .
The Multi Agent based Particle Swarm Optimization method for solving load shedding problems. In MAPSO, an agent represents not only a candidate solution to the optimization problem but also a particle to PSO. Firstly, a lattice-like environment is constructed, with each agent fixed on a latticepoint.
In MAPSO, an agent represents a candidate solution to the optimization problem and is a particle to PSO. Hence, agent has a fitness value to the optimization problem. For solving Load Shedding problem, its fitness value is the value of the active power loss in the transmission network
The purpose of is to minimize the real power transmission losses and keep all the voltages within the limits as much as possible. In Load Shedding problem, each agent carries all control variables to be optimized.
In Multi Agent System, all agents live in an environment and environment is organized as a lattice-like structure. In the environment, each agent is fixed on a lattice-point and each circle represents an agent [15] , the data in circle represents its position in the environment. Due to representation of a particle in PSO, each agent in its database contains two data, particle's current velocity and its coordinates in the search space.
Each agent can only sense its local environment in Multi Agent System. The neighbors of α ij and N ij is defined as [8]   
Each agent has some behaviors. In MAPSO, each agent firstly competes and cooperates with its neighbors to diffuse its useful information to the whole environment, and it can also use evolution mechanism of PSO and its knowledge
MAPSO Based Load Shedding Method
In previous sections, some load could be shed in emergency condition to protect the other load. The main problem is there is no idea about where the Load could be shedding and how much could be shedding. So Load Shedding bring up large economic lost. Hence this algorithm helps to solve these types of problems and load shedding strategy can be optimized with the PSO The mathematical model is 
 
From these equations, the reactive load always variable with the active load. The reactive load will decrease with the active load with the Power factor unchanged. While the equality constraints could be eliminated. The generator outputs and the loads are control variables, and they could be bounded after updating the position of particles [8] . The control variable P and Q not only contains the output of generator but also the active load. P lj is demand power at bus j, but only P lj ' is supplied, so the amount of load P lj -P lj' is shed, the factor w lj is the economical lost coefficient for the load j. It must be pointed that the reactive load always variable with the active load. In this paper, the reactive load will decrease with active load with the Power factor remaining unchanged. 
From these equations the aim function consists of three parts. The first part is the Power loss, the second part is the penalty of violation of constraints and the third part is the economic cost of the Load Shedding. The inequality constraints contains voltage constraint and transmission capacity constraints
Implementation of Multi Agent based PSO for Load Shedding Problems
In MAPSO are utilized to simulate the behavior of agents and realize the purposes. It reduces the computational cost, the operator is performed only the agent with the minimum fitness value in each generation. But it has an important effect on the performance of MAPSO. The proposed method can quickly and accurately converge to the optimal solutions for Load shedding optimization approach.
Mainly considered there are seven steps
Step I: Consider input parameters of system and algorithm and also specify lower and upper boundaries of each variable
Step II: Generate the lattice like environment and initialize randomly each agent.
Step III: Calculate the fitness of each agent with respect to the Load Shedding analysis
Step IV: Then update the time counter
Step V: Perform the neighborhood competition and cooperation operator on each agent.
Step VI: After that execute the PSO operator and adjust its position in the search space on each agent according to the velocity equations.
Step VII: Find the best agent with the minimum fitness value, and then perform the self-learning operator.
SIMULATION STUDIES
In this paper Multi Agent Based PSO is used for controlling the Load shedding problems. The Load Shedding is assigned with the priority of customers and make the generation is 1000MW. Consider each and every agent they have different priorities First assign the lower priority, obtained the corresponding optimized Load value for the proper Load Shedding and referred the following equations. Where A, B, C are constants and P is the power got from the previous equations. Initial value of total cost is taken as 0. This graph is plotted between scheduling cost and its irrespective iteration. In this method 3 generating units are committed along with the system. This plot shows the optimum value of the fuel cost value. Number of iteration is 30. If the number of iteration is 30, the graph is shown below. This graph shows the graph between load and respective iteration. The Load Shedding is assigned with the priority. Make the generation is 1000MW. There are different priorities assigned with each agent. First consider the lower priority, got the corresponding optimized Load value for the Load shedding [3] . The graph between net power and iteration is shown below. Sometimes the load value is taken as corresponding net power of each agent. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, a stable MAS-based Particle Swarm Optimization (MAPSO) is proposed for controlling the Load Shedding Problems. Even though each agent only communicates with its direct neighbors, global information that is necessary for distributed load shedding can be discovered. Load Shedding is assigned with the priority of each customer. Compared with existing MAS-based researches in power systems and obtained the total cost of each generation unit of the entire system. Corresponding Load Schedule is obtained. There are two cases, one is the system with losses and another one is system without losses. In both cases obtained the total cost and Load schedule. The MAPSO method is ability to finding the high quality solutions with fast convergence properties.
For the future extension of the project work, a Genetic Algorithm will be introduces for controlling the Load Shedding problems. This algorithm will produce global information with respect to the proper Load Shedding decisions. The Genetic Algorithm handles a population of possible solution. It starts with randomly generated population. It will be apply to the 30 bus system, and will compare both 5 bus and 30 bus system in future. 
